NOTES:
1. See Revised Standard Plan RSP A77N5 for additional vegetation control details.
2. Where paved shoulder is constructed within 36" in front of the post, construct vegetation control to the edge of paved shoulder.
3. Vegetation control must slope to drain water.
4. Concrete over block-out material depth, construct \( \frac{3}{4} '' \) Min to \( \frac{3}{4} '' \) Max.
5. This plan for vegetation control installation only.
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This plan for vegetation control installation only.

Where paved shoulder is constructed within 36" in front of the post, construct vegetation control to the edge of paved shoulder.

Concrete over block-out material depth, construct \( \frac{3}{4} '' \) Min to \( \frac{3}{4} '' \) Max.

This plan for vegetation control installation only.